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Brownsville Bred
T H E  PL A Y

Written, Performed & Lived by Elaine Del Valle

“A Female John Leguizamo” WCBS Radio

“From Girlhood Trials to Onstage Triumph” The New York Times

“A strong message of empowerment and celebration of Latino heritage.” Fox News Latino

“You’ll Eat Up Sweet ‘Bred’
Poignant...Funny...Compelling...By the end 
of this moving evening, you're cheering her 

unstoppable joy and the inner strength it 
took to earn it.”  The New York Post
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Brownsville Bred
A TRUE DRAMATIC COMEDY THAT DARES TO INSPIRE

                                                    THE ROAD TRAVELLED

In The Drivers Seat, Elaine Del Valle in BROWNSVILLE BRED

“You don’t have to be Indian to care about the Slum Dog 
Millionaire, Greek to laugh at My Big Fat Greek Wedding, or a 
boxer to feel the Inspiration of Rocky!”

A	  SPECIFIC	  STORY	  WITH	  UNIVERSAL	  THEMES	  &	  MASS	  AUDIENCE	  APPEAL

Elaine Del Valle developed her autobiographical one woman show, BROWNSVILLE BRED 

while honing her professional acting skills at the Wynn Handman Studios.
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FESTIVALS & AWARDS

NOMINATED OUTSTANDING SOLO PERFORMANCE- New York Innovative Theater 

Awards 2011--(TBD September 2011)

WINNER 2009 The Network’s One-Act Festival (NYC)- BEST SCRIPT, BEST SHOW, BEST 

DIRECTOR and BEST ACTRESS.

WINNER 2009 Teatro La Tea’s “The One” Festival (NYC)- Brownsville Bred and Elaine Del 

Valle were named “The One”.  The Daily News Viva Section named Brownsville Bred a 

“Powerful” Top Pick! in it’s feature story entitled “Back to Brownsville”

NOMINEE OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO LOS ANGELES THEATER IN A SOLO 

PERFORMANCE (LA Theater Review) First Annual Hollywood Fringe Festival 2010 (L.A., 

CA). LA Weekly Raves “Go” / Backstage Critics Pick.

SPECIAL PERFORMANCES

Brownsville Bred invited to perform at TIME WARNER Corporation (NYC Headquarters) in 

honor of 2010 Hispanic Heritage Month. 

The University of Connecticut 

New York City’s La Guardia High School of The Performing Arts. 

Bay Shore High School, Awareness Weekend & Ethnic Pen

Martin Luther King Jr. High School, NYC

DOWNTOWN OFF OFF BROADWAY

NUYORICAN POETS CAFE- “Brownsville Bred is easily the most successful run in the 37 year 

history of the Cafe” Daniel Gallant, Executive Director Nuyorican Poets Cafe.

REGIONAL AEA RUN

Westchester SCHOOLHOUSE Theater 2010/2011 Season Opener- Directed by Pamela Moller 

Kareman- Rave Reviews and Sold Out Shows! “A Diamond...Cut, color and clarity aren’t enough 

C’s to descibe this Diamond....Add captivating, compelling and charming to the list” The Journal 

News.  “A Triumph!” The New York Times
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OFF BROADWAY RUN

59E59 Theaters

Elaine Del Valle and BROWNSVILLE BRED earned rave reviews and played to 100% sold out 

houses throughout the month of July 2011. “DAILY NEWS Powerful Top Pick”, “The thing to 

do in New York” New York Magazine, “Poignant...Compelling...Funny...You’ll Eat Up Sweet 

‘Bred’” New York Post

REVIEWS

“From Girlhood Trials to Onstage Triumph”  

“Brownsville Bred”: it takes the specific story of a Puerto Rican from the projects in Brooklyn 
and somehow makes it relatable to people from all walks of life. It exposes a commonality that is 
often forgotten amidst class and status and makes a true champion out of an ordinary girl.” 

“Del Valle’s writing is natural, her imagery powerful, her life’s 

journey hopeful and harrowing. Amid the laughter — and there 

is plenty of laughter — Del Valle also had moments of 40-carat 

gravity that leave a lump in the throat and bring a tear to the eye.  As an actress, her emotions are 

raw and ready. Cut, color, clarity and carat aren’t enough C’s to describe this 

diamond: Add captivating, compelling and charming to the list.” Peter Kramer, 

JOURNAL NEWS

"A stirring journey filled with laughter, tears, warmth, sassiness and humor. This 

gifted and inspirational Latina shares with us a very Latino story that transcends the 

cultural and transports you to the universal."LATINOS IN ENTERTAINMENT

A BackStage Critics Pick “Del Valle is a whirlwind of talent, conveying her various ages 
imperceptibly but clearly and taking on other characters without the usual showiness of one-
person plays.”
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“GO! With fashion-model beauty and a smile that can melt iron, Puerto Rican 

Del Valle... has a squeaky voice that can also become tinged with a 

growl, hinting at the ferocity of her performance mingled with the 

sweetness of her portrayal." Steven Leigh Morris, LA WEEKLY

“Sexy, Classy and open-hearted. We laughed with her and cried for her...believed and rooted for 

her from the start.” Vince Duvall, LA Theatre Review

LA Stage writes,“The great majority of shows 

I saw were oozing with passion. Some standouts for me were Elaine Del Valle’s Brownsville Bred 

whose story from the projects in Brooklyn really resonated with me, and whose optimistic 

outlook on life completely charmed me.  For anyone who generally categorizes solo shows as 

self-indulgent has clearly never met the likes of Elaine- for these extraordinary talents it’s more 

than simply telling a story. It’s about sharing a part of themselves that they hope will resonate, 

touch and inspire others.” Ashley Steed

“Del Valle's account of her life experiences is not only 

theatrically riveting, it tells the story of a woman who is able to emerge from disappointment and 

trauma with her humanity not only intact, but triumphant, to boot. But make no mistake about it. 

Del Valle's commanding performance is not only a product of what she has to say about her life. 

It is just as much an outcome of an impressive set of acting skills in delivering the theatrical 

goods.” David Begelman, Theater Critic  Danbury News Times, Stamford Advocate, CT Post

“Attending a performance of BROWNSVILLE BRED should be required for anyone whoever 

for one moment doubted the indomitable power of the human spirit. This brilliant piece of 

theater is a one-act, one-woman tour de force that will make you laugh, cry, feel shocked and end 

up cheering” Michael Millius, The Record-Review

“You Gotta See That!” WBAI Radio

“The Female John Leguizamo” WCBS Radio
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 “By the end of this moving 
evening, you're cheering her unstoppable joy and the inner strength it 
took to earn it.” NY Post

ARTISTS BIO

ELAINE DEL VALLE/ PRODUCER-WRITER-ACTRESS  (SAG/

AFTRA/AEA/DG/NYWIFT/NATPE/APCA/HOLA)

Most recently nominated for OUTSTANDING SOLO PERFORMANCE 

by the New York Innovative Theater Awards, Elaine penned her multiple 

award winning one-woman play, BROWNSVILLE BRED, while studying 

acting with the legendary Wynn Handman. The New York Times called it “From Girlhood Trials 

to Onstage Triumph" and the New York Post raved "You’ll find yourself hopelessly in her 

thrall.” Often referred to as “the female John Leguizamo”, Miss Del Valle’s solo play covers her 

real life as a Latina growing up in the tough neighborhood of Brownsville Brooklyn NY. 

Elaine was named an “INSPIRING ARTIST” by the SOULFRITO Arts Foundation, “ARTIST 

ON THE MOVE” by Urban Latino Magazine, Critic's Pick by BACKSTAGE 

"A Whirlwind of Talent", and CNN En Espanol's "NotiMujer" (Woman of 

Note).  She is also hosting the 2012 Cielo Latino AIDS gala alongside an NBC 

anchor. 

After self-producing several successful festival and regional runs, 

BROWNSVILLE BRED debuted off Broadway at the prestigious 59E59 

Theaters, where she met with rave reviews and sold out performances. 

Del Valle is currently adapting BROWNSVILLE BRED into a young adult fiction novel 

contracted and being packaged by Parachute Publishing, and continues performances at 

colleges, universities, high schools and corporate venues.

Recent work includes the CBS pilot “NYC 2-2” and the feature film, “ELLIOT LOVES” which 

had its world premiere May 2012 at a Miami Gay & Lebian Film Festival where it won “BEST 

FILM AUDIENCE AWARD”.  Elaine can also be heard on Nickelodeon's hit series, DORA 

THE EXPLORER, in which she has been working as a recurring voice since its pilot, for over 11 

years.
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Recognized for her many philanthropic endeavors, Elaine is the Founder and Co-Chair of The 

Mansion Ride for Autism Charity Cycling Event, now in its 11th year—and which hosts over 1000 

cyclists. Her event was named a “TOP 35 Largest and Most Interesting Charity Ride in the 

Country” Bicycling Magazine.

Amongst her other awards and recognitions are WINNER of the 4th Annual Teatro La Tea 

"THE ONE", and BEST ACTRESS, BEST SCRIPT, and BEST SHOW at The Network's One 

Act Festival.  The Los Angeles Theatre Review also nominated Elaine for a 2010 Outstanding 

Contribution to Los Angeles Theatre Award.

Elaine enjoys a lucrative commercial career, appearing in dozens of National and Hispanic-

National campaigns. She has appeared alongside John Leguizamo, Joan Rivers and in her latest, 

with Sophia Vergara, playing her sister for Comcast.

She has been directed by such greats as Leon Ichaso, Spike Lee, James Mangold, Mike Newell, 

David Chase, Ernest Dickerson, Gary Terracino, and Alfredo de Villa.

Behind the Scenes, Elaine’s production company, Del Valle Productions, Inc (founded in 1999) 

has co-produced several short films and web series, including JACK AND JILL written by Lorna 

Ventura and Rosa Arredondo and NEERJA, by Neerja Sharma.  She also produced a short 

documentary entitled AUTISM: Through The Eyes of Siblings in which she worked with Young 

Caan Director Award Winning Taryn Kosviner.

Del Valle Productions also works as a Casting arm for D’Exposito and Partners (A Hispanic 

Advertising Agency in NYC). She has cast major national print and commercial campaigns, and is 

currently casting a miniseries (in Spanish) entitled En Tierra Extrana.  Other current projects are 

as research assistant for a DISCOVERY en Espanol documentary whose subjects are Hispanic 

families facing housing and financial crisis.
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“The students were greatly affected by the power of your performance. The performance rang 
true for all of our students, across race and gender each of them found a part of their own 
struggle in your story. You truly made a difference in their lives.” 
Katie Kelly, LCSW, PhD Bay Shore High School, NY

“Elaine, I cannot even find the words to thank you. I feel so blessed to have been given the 
opportunity to see your performance of Brownsville Bred on Monday at my school. Your 
performance was brilliant, passionate, and genuine—an unbelievably beautiful artist. 
I can’t seem to stop talking about your show, and telling everyone I know. Your heartfelt story 
touched me in a way that words can’t even describe. I’m also a proud Puerto Rican girl from 
Brooklyn, but the audience did not have to be Puerto Rican to understand the wonderful message 
you shared with us. Your incredible story keeps my hope alive.” 
D.L. Martinez  High School Sophomore LaGuardia High School

I couldn’t forget, your story was so powerful and inspiring, it provided that extra push I needed 
to go full speed ahead with my baking business. I am a mom of 2 wonderful girls and like you 
have a very supportive husband, I was concerned that working full time at the magazine and 
trying to kick off a Custom Cake business would take me away from my family but You helped me 
to see that all of it was possible with a little determination, balance and support. As a fellow 
boricua, i was able to relate and walked away completely motivated. I’m sure you hear many story 
from ppl whose lives you’ve touched, I just wanted to say u helped to ignite the fire within me. 
Tabitha, Owner Sprinkle Splash Bakery

Empowering Theater
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Theatrical Brilliance From BROWNSVILLE BRED
July 16, 2011  The People's Critic  by David Dow Bentley III

If Elaine Del Valle had only written the stunning new play, Brownsville Bred, it 

would have assured her an important place in the world of the theatre. But as 

both author and solo star of this remarkable tour de force, the very lovely Miss 

Del Valle has a modern masterpiece on her hands. As the title suggests, this is the 

story of a young girl growing up in the dangerous and complicated world of the 

Brownsville projects in 1980’s Brooklyn. Self-described as a Nuyorican, the 

author grew up in Brownsville as the product of a large Hispanic family. Even if 

not entirely autobiographical, clearly this is her story of the world she knew. The 

way in which Del Valle, alone on the stage for an intermission-free ninety 

minutes, is able to so magically recreate that world and its characters,

seems an accomplishment nothing short of miraculous. Equally astonishing is 

her total memorization and command of what is essentially a 95-minute 

monologue that runs the full gamut of human emotions and experience.

Prior to her sparkling arrival on stage, some very loud rap music transports us to 

“the ’hood,” as a brief projection scrolls down a Wikipedia entry describing 

Brownsville by its nickname, “The Wasteland,” with its median family income 

below $18,000, many if not most men there having been arrested, and only a 

third of high school students making it to graduation. With seemingly flawless 

direction from Pamela Moller Kareman, the action plays out on a ghetto-styled 

set (designer, Jason Bolen) with a modest apartment at its center, and a 

surrounding street with hanging laundry, trash cans, some boarded up windows, 

and no shortage of graffiti. If that sounds boring, it never has the chance to be 

amid the electrifying performance of the radiant star as she captures all the joys, 
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sorrows and angst of loving family life in a Brooklyn world often ruled by crime, 

drugs and assorted other slings and arrows. But the sweet family tales of her 

“mami,” “popi,” siblings and friends are so affectionate and filled with humor that  

one cannot but admire her world and her journey. She tells of how her mom was 

an “older woman” when she had her first child at age 21. We learn of mom’s 

boyfriend, Lefty and of how, “Lefty left her.” We hear of the very musical father 

Elaine adored. He played Salsero music on piano, trumpet, conga, guitar, and 

flute, “…but his best instrument was his voice.” Her Papi even played minor 

league baseball for a time, but became a public school custodian after he quit 

saying, “There’s no future for Latinos in baseball!” 

There are so many more adventures with stories of not one, but two Aunt Luzzys, 

assorted neighbors like Crackhead Wanda and Crazy Miss Clark, a trip to visit 

family in Puerto Rico, and a poignant time of adolescent discovery. Through it all 

Del Valle brilliantly embodies the different voices and varied body language of 

characters we meet along the way. Punctuating the fun (and occasional sadness) 

of all these tales, are the skillful transitions from scene to scene, and character to 

character, that are accomplished with subtle lighting changes (designer, David 

Penz), perfectly timed sound effects (designer, Matt Stine), and an eclectic 

abundance of brief musical interludes.  

For theatergoers in search of a real demonstration of superb acting skill, this is 

your moment. I recall a favorite line of dialogue when Elaine describes her warm 

reception when she made the trip to see her father and the family in Puerto Rico. 

She says, “I’s everybody’s favorite in Puerto Rico. I’m like the center of a Tootsie 

Roll Pop.” My guess is Elaine Del Valle will now be everybody’s favorite in New 

York.
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You'll eat up sweet 'Bred'
Posted: 11:26 PM, July 20, 2011

Frank Scheck
THEATER REVIEW
BROWNSVILLE BRED 59E59 Theaters, 59 E. 59th St.; 

The opening moments of "Brownsville Bred" suggest we're in for a rough evening. 
Projected on a sheet hung on a clothesline is a Wikipedia entry about the Brownsville 
section of Brooklyn, followed by film footage of an area blighted by poverty.
But then Elaine Del Valle bursts onto the stage. Recounting her tale of growing up 
Nuyorican in a predominantly African-American neighborhood -- "I wanna be black!" 
she proclaims -- she radiates so much ebullience and charm that you find yourself 
hopelessly in her thrall. Bounding about a graffiti-covered set and speaking in a squeaky, 
high-pitched voice, Del Valle's coming-of-age story hardly breaks new ground, but it's 
compelling nonetheless.

Elaine Del Valle is both poignant and funny in this coming-of-age Brooklyn tale.

Under the skillful direction of Pamela Moller Kareman, she deftly balances horror with 
comedy. Accounts of being molested at a public swimming pool, encountering a would-
be rapist and being beaten as part of a gang initiation are woven into a narrative that 
contains as much joy as pain.

The funniest segments revolve around the crack epidemic that permeated the 
neighborhood in the '80s -- she does a priceless impression of a sunken-cheeked addict -- 
and the agony of teenage heartbreak. With her wide eyes and blinding smile, Del Valle 
looks at least a decade younger than her 40 years, and makes a convincing young girl and 
teenager, particularly as she peppers her phrases with "Yo!" and breaks into a frenzied, 
Snoopy-style dance.

By the end of this moving evening, you're cheering her unstoppable joy and the inner 
strength it took to earn it.
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FEATURE	 STORY

From Girlhood Trials to 
Onstage Triumph

By ANITA GATES
Published: October 8, 2010

WHEN Elaine Del Valle was a little girl, in the 
Brownsville section of Brooklyn in the 1980s, she lived 
in an apartment that required only one key to open the 
front door. But her mother had several others made up 
and put on one key chain, so Elaine could carry them to 
use as a weapon if the need arose.

Ms. Del Valle tells her coming-of-age story in 
“Brownsville Bred,” a one-woman show now playing at 
the Schoolhouse Theater in Croton Falls. And for the 
most part, it’s a frightening tale.

There was the time that Ms. Del Valle was sent to return her sister’s library book and 
fought off would-be rapists. There were the drug addicts all around her (“They’d run 
around naked”), like the neighbor nicknamed Crackhead Wanda. There was the death 
from AIDS of someone very close to her. And there was, above all, the overwhelming 
day-to-day reality of living in such a densely populated area.

“In one building, to have 3,000 people” was a formative experience, she said in a 
telephone interview from her home in Roslyn Harbor, on Long Island. (She and her 
husband also have an apartment on Central Park West.) “When you were outside of the 
block, you didn’t really recognize anyone,” she recalled. “Within your own building, you 
recognized the faces. Everything else was weird and dangerous.”
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When Ms. Del Valle got out of Brownsville — thanks to her admission to Brooklyn 
Technical High School, as “Brownsville Bred” relates — it wasn’t just the drugs, crime 
and poverty that she escaped. More important, she said, was that she escaped the low 
expectations that almost defeated her.

“When you’re in that situation, you start to believe the naysayers,” she said. “You put the 
bar exactly where they set it.” But that sort of thing, she added, doesn’t happen only in 
poor areas.

“It can happen anywhere in the world, where you’re constantly put into a box,” she said. 
“It can be in the richest area, where people are labeling you.”

“Brownsville Bred” has its happy moments, too. Like the summer she spent in Puerto 
Rico with her father’s family. “For them I was wealthy,” she recalled during the 
interview. “I was from somewhere exotic and strange. I was just shown so much love 
every single day.”

In the show, Ms. Del Valle talks about her mother telephoning almost everyone she knew 
on the day her daughter began menstruating, an event that she compares to a bar or bat 
mitzvah celebration. (“Today I am a señorita.”)

Ms. Del Valle has attributed her success — the show has received positive reviews in Los 
Angeles and New York — to Wynn Handman, the director and acting teacher who helped 
her develop it for the Nuyorican Poets Cafe in downtown Manhattan two years ago. She 
also praises both her parents and thanks Pamela Moller Kareman, the Schoolhouse 
Theater’s artistic director, who is directing this production. But in the end, a big part of 
Ms. Del Valle’s message is that each person is in charge of making his or her dreams a 
reality.

“It’s not who’s going to let you” achieve success, she said. “It’s who’s going to stop you. 
Just let it happen.”

“Brownsville Bred,” by Elaine Del Valle, is at the Schoolhouse Theater, 3 Owens Road, 
Croton Falls, through Oct. 17. For information, call (914) 277-8477 or visit 
schoolhousetheater.org.

A version of this article appeared in print on October 10, 2010, on page WE8 of the New York edition.
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REVIEW

A brave 
'Brownsville'

OCTOBER 5, 2010 Peter D. Kramer

Put enough pressure on a piece of coal and you'll 

have a diamond.

If the conditions aren't right, you'll still have coal.

While few would call the circumstances of Elaine Del 

Valle's childhood "right," watching her 

autobiographical one-woman show, "Brownsville 

Bred" — on stage at the Schoolhouse Theater in 

Croton Falls through Oct. 17 — it is clear that she is a 

shining example of hurdles overcome.

Like pressure-packed diamonds, rated for their four 

C's — cut, color, clarity and carat — "Brownsville 

Bred" is certainly ring-worthy, particularly in the 

first-class setting of the Schoolhouse.

In terms of cut, Del Valle's multi-faceted 

performance mixes anger, innocence, pain and 

wonder as she navigates corrugated, graffitied, chain-

linked Brownsville, Brooklyn, in the 1980s.

She learns early that growing up in Brownsville means crossing the street every half block to 

make sure you're not being followed.  It means waving to an imaginary friend across the street to 

ward off those who prey on the all-alone.  It means going out of your way to avoid the methadone 

clinic.

Del Valle's writing is natural, her imagery powerful, her life's journey hopeful and harrowing.



As for color, Del Valle jokes she's one of just 17 Puerto Ricans in her neighborhood.

While she's proud, she knows she doesn't fit in. "We live in Brownsville," she says. "I want to 

be black."  She bristles when her father plays his salsa records, but beams when she hears him 

sing.

Asked to sing a song at a high-school audition, the only one that leaps to Del Valle's mind is 

"Lift Every Voice and Sing," "the black national anthem."

Del Valle's observations have compelling clarity. Those beautiful brown eyes took it all in.

She saw how crack gripped her neighborhood, creating "crackheads, crack families, crack 

apartments, and crack stores." She describes crack-vial sizes in terms she understands: as big as 

a .22 shell, or a .38 shell, or an Uzi shell.

It's thought-provoking, moving theater that deserves to be seen.

Del Valle fills the Schoolhouse stage with so many memorable characters, you expect them all to 

show up at the curtain call.

But Del Valle stands alone.

Cut, color, clarity and carat aren't enough C's to describe this diamond: Add captivating, 

compelling and charming to the list.
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In the Words of the Playwright...

For a long time, I had secrets. There were so many things 
from my past I didn’t talk about.  I wanted to tell the whole 
story in a way everyone would understand. 

Once I started writing my play, Brownsville Bred, I had to write 
it. I learned to keep a pen at my bedside, prepared for the voice 
from my youth; It was filled with rich emotion and memories, 
and shouted at me to awaken each night. I knew I wanted to 
speak through that poor and street-smart, young minority voice
—an often ignored voice—with the same heart, spirit and 
potential people recognize in me today.
 
As I started performing Brownsville Bred, I worried if the 
specificity of my true story would only reach those like me.  I 
accepted the possible circumstance and began to consider it as an opportunity to introduce new 
audiences to theater. To my surprise, I found a diverse audience compelled to share the impact the play 
had on them. Not just with me after the show—when suddenly, strangers wanted to share things they 
had “never said out loud before.” But, I also saw the human bonding experience and spirit within 
Brownsville Bred—when audience members felt a need to share it, returning with their family, friends 
and colleagues, bringing Brownsville Bred into their Colleges, High Schools and Corporations. I heard 
people, from all backgrounds, laughing together and crying together, and best of all, I felt them hoping 
together. 

Brownsville Bred does not preach. It doesn’t say “hold on to your dream and look toward the pot of 
gold at the end of the rainbow.” Instead, it says a teenager’s life may be bad, sad or funny, but it is a 
life.  A life lived is valuable not just for what you can become, but because of what you are. Yes, 
terrible things happen but beating them back gives you a confidence and specialness that no one can 
take away from you. It is about finding the strengths I never knew I had, and learning to recognize the 
good in everything.  It speaks of shame, fear, circumstance, and loss. But, it is also about truth, 
laughter, family, and hope. It is the inner child that yearns to be understood and dares to ask “y’know?”  

A few years ago during a painting class, my teacher asked “Why do we paint?” The answer, he said, 
was the same for every artist: “To prove we exist.”  

     	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 WE EXIST!


